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Excerpt from The Journal and Essays of John Woolman, 1922It remains to acknowledge with
gratitude the assistance ren dered the present editor by many kind friends who cannot all be
named, but to most of whose services reference will be found in the notes. Death has claimed
those to whom the editors debt is greatest. President Isaac Sharpless, of Haverford College,
read the earliest chapters, and urged their publication. Professor Allen C. Thomas critically
examined and endorsed the entire manu script during the summer preceding his death. To the
late Dr. John W. Jordan, and to Miss Wylie of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia, and to Dr. J. Russell Hayes, Libra rian at Swarthmore College, are due thanks for
their aid with the original Woolman manuscripts in their respective collections. Many
members of the collateral branches of the Woolman family have cordially loaned their papers
and documents for examination or reproduction. Gilbert Cope, the genealogist, has furnished
the facts regarding the father of Sarah Ellis, wife of the Journalist, and both William A.
Slaughter and the late Charles H. Engle of Mount Holly, gave valuable aid in regard to the
local associations of John Woolman in his home town.About the PublisherForgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.comThis book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our
edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
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